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1. Introduction
Explosion phenomena affect the geological environment 

by leaving a crater in the ground 1),2). The characteristics of 
the crater are controlled by the physical conditions of the 
explosion. There exists an approximately cube-root scaling 
relationship between explosion energy and the diameter 
of the resulting crater, provided for explosions in a single 
burst 1)-4). Sato and Taniguchi (1997) 3) compiled observations 
of explosion energy and crater diameter from chemical and 
nuclear explosion experiments, and from volcanic events, 
and proposed that the cube-root scaling relationship is valid 
across a range of 15 orders of magnitude in explosion energy 
(103–1018 J). On the other hand, crater diameter depends not 
only on the explosion energy but also on the source depth 
of the explosion.4)-9). The effects of explosion energy and 
source depth can be combined into a single parameter as the 
scaled depth (dsc), such that dsc = d E-1/3, where E and d are 
the energy and source depth of the explosion, respectively. 
The scaled diameter (Dsc = D E-1/3) of the crater reaches a 
maximum value at a scaled depth of dsc ~ 0.004 m J –1/3 4),9).

The energy of explosion phenomena can be inferred 
from the diameter of the resultant crater using these scaling 

relationships, even if the explosion occurred in the past. 
For example, previous studies have estimated the energy of 
volcanic explosions from the crater diameter 10)-12). However, 
there has not been much progress after the work of Goto et 
al. (2001). To better evaluate the energy of an explosion, 
it is necessary to update the scaling relationship between 
explosion energy and the diameter of the resultant crater. 
Here, we update  the relationship by considering the results 
of recent explosion experiments, and the updated scaling 
relationship is applied to two recent explosion incidents. The 
results indicate that the updated scaling relationship gives 
reliable estimates of the energy of explosions in the past, 
based on the diameter of the resultant crater.

2. Updating the scaling relationship
The explosion experiments considered in this study are 

listed in Table A1 1)-4),6),8),9),13)-18). We focus on experiments 
with single-burst explosions because multiple bursts lead 
to more complex results that are unsuitable for constructing 
a simple scaling relationship 9),19). We also summarize the 
results of explosion experiments located at the surface and 
in the subsurface, for which our scaling relationship is 
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confirmed.
The energy of an explosion is measured in Joules, based 

on the amount of TNT (trinitrotoluene) required to generate 
an equivalent explosion, and we consider explosions with 
energy of 300 J to 1.2 × 1015 J. The crater diameters cover 
five orders of magnitude, from 0.07 to 501 m. The depths are 
<193 m, and the scaled depths are from 0 to 0.021 m J –1/3. 
The scaled diameters are therefore estimated to be 0.00038–
0.02500 m J –1/3. Most experiments were performed in soil or 
granular materials, except for that of Bjelovuk et al. (2015) 18) 
who conducted their explosion experiment on an asphalt 
surface.

We determine an updated scaling relationship based on the 
data listed in Table A1. The updated relationship confirms 
the near cube-root law between energy and crater diameter. 
The regression line of the scaling relationship (Fig. 1) is 
expressed as follows:

log D = 0.29 log E – 1.79, (1)

where E and D are explosion energy and crater diameter, 
respectively. The relationship gives a standard error for 
crater diameter on a logarithmic scale of 0.25, which is 
estimated by standard error = {Σ(logD-logD’)2/(n-2)}0.5 , 
where D’ and n are the crater diameter calculated from the 
regression line and the number of data points, respectively. 
The slope of the scaling relationship obtained in this study, 
0.29, is smaller than a cube-root law 3),4), and consistent with 
a 1/3.4 law 2). The fact would suggest that experimental data 
used in previous studies were not enough to represent the 
relationship. The result of Bjelovuk et al. (2015) 18) gives 
a smaller crater diameter relative to the scaling, possibly 
because the asphalt surface used in their study is stronger 
than soil.

The scaled diameter has a maximum value around the 
scaled depth of 0.004 m J –1/3, except for the results of 
Pacheco-Vazquez et al. (2017) 15) (Fig. 2). The optimal scaled 
depth for excavating the crater is similar with the result of 
previous studies 4),9). In contrast, the results of Pacheco-
Vazquez et al. (2017) 15) show a larger scaled diameter. Their 
experiment employed downward explosions, which might 
explain the greater excavation depth and larger craters in their 
results. This indicates that the optimal scaled depth depends 
on the explosion mechanism.

3. Energy of two explosion incidents
We apply our updated scaling relationship to two recent 

explosion incidents, in Tianjin and Beirut, to evaluate the 
explosion energy. Our updated scaling relationship can be 
rewritten as follows: 

log E = 3.45 log D + 6.17, (2)

In the following sections, we use this relationship to estimate 
the explosion energy.

A powerful explosion occurred in Tianjin port, China, on 
12 August 2015, producing a mushroom cloud consisting 
of the dissipated wetting agents of nitrocellulose that was 
housed in containers 20). Two explosions were observed, 
at 23:34:06 (Tianjin-01) and 23:34:36 (Tianjin-02) local 
time 20), producing craters with diameters of 15 m and 97 m, 
respectively 20). The larger crater is located ~70 m north of 
the smaller crater 21). Seismic analysis revealed the source of 

Fig. 2 Scaled depth as a function of scaled diameter in 
single-burst explosion experiments. The data of 
Sato and Taniguchi (1997) are not included in this 
figure because the burst depth was not specified. 
Dashed line indicates the possible upper limit.

Fig. 1 Updated scaling relationship between explosion 
energy and crater diameter in single-burst explo-
sion experiments. The data plotted are provided in 
Table A1.
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Tianjin-02 was located 64 ± 10 m northwest of the source of 
Tianjin-01 22), indicating that Tianjin-01 and -02 produced 
the smaller and larger craters, respectively. Seismic analysis 
quantified the explosive yields of the two explosions to be 
15–49 tons of TNT equivalent for Tianjin-01 and 128–430 
tons for Tianjin-02 20),22), giving explosion energy of 6.3 × 
1010 to 2.1 × 1011 J for Tianjin-01 and 5.4 × 1011 to 1.8 × 1012 
J for Tianjin-02.

A massive explosion occurred in Beirut, Lebanon, at 
18:08 local time on 4 August 2020. The explosion was 
caused by the combustion of ammonium nitrate stored in 
a harbor warehouse. The explosion created a crater with 
diameter of 124 m and depth of 43 m. Combined analysis by 
seismological, hydroacoustic, infrasonic, and radar remote 
sensing approaches yielded an estimated explosive yield 
of 130 to 2000 tons of TNT equivalent 23), indicating an 
explosion energy of 5.4 × 1011 to 8.4 × 1012 J.

Using the observed crater diameters for these three 
explosions, our updated scaling relationship gives explosion 
energy of 9.6 × 109, 2.9 × 1012, and 6.3 × 1012 J for 
Tianjin-01, Tianjin-02, and Beirut, respectively (Table 1). 
Fig. 3 compares the energy of these three explosions 
as estimated from the scaling relationship (2) and from 
geophysical methods, including seismic, infrasonic and 
remote sensing analyses. The consistent results show that 
our scaling relationship yields reliable estimates of explosion 
energy, although the source conditions of the explosions 
(e.g., the mechanism of explosion and the properties of the 
ground materials at the explosion site) must also affect the 
scaling 15),18). Our updated scaling relationship can therefore 
be used to estimate the energy of past explosions, including 
both man-made explosions and those of volcanic origin, 
from the diameter of the resultant crater. We note that such 
evaluations should be limited to discrete volcanic explosions 
with a short duration of energy release, as the scaling 
relationship is determined using data from single-burst 
experiments.

update the scaling relationship between explosion energy 
and the diameter of the resultant crater. Explosion energy 
of two incidents (Tianjin and Beirut) estimated by our 
updated relationship is consistent with that determined using 
geophysical methods. We conclude that our updated scaling 
relationship can be used to evaluate the energy of single-burst 
explosion phenomena that occurred in the past, including 
discrete volcanic explosions, if the diameter of the resultant 
crater is known.

Fig. 3 Comparison between explosion energy derived 
from our scaling relationship and that from seis-
mic, infrasonic, and remote sensing data. Vertical 
error bars are originated from the 20% of relative 
uncertainty of crater diameter, and horizontal er-
ror bars indicate the range of plausible explosion 
energies obtained from the geophysical methods. 
Thick black line is the 1:1 line (identity line).

Table 1 Energy of two explosion incidents, as derived 
from our updated scaling relationship (2). 

4. Conclusion
We have summarized the results of single-burst explosion 

experiments in terms of explosion energy, diameter of 
resultant crater, and source depth. The data were used to 
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Table A1.1 Summary of explosion experiments.
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Table A1.2 Summary of explosion experiments.
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Table A1.3 Summary of explosion experiments.
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Table A1.4 Summary of explosion experiments.
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表面・地下爆発におけるエネルギーとクレーター径のスケーリング関係の更新

三輪学央＊・長井雅史＊

＊防災科学技術研究所　火山防災研究部門

要　旨

本報告は単発的な表面・地下爆発実験における爆発エネルギーとクレーター直径のスケーリング関係

を以下のように更新する．

log D = 0.29 log E – 1.79
ここで，E と D はそれぞれ爆発エネルギーとクレーターの直径である．このスケーリング関係を 2 例

の爆発事故に適用し，その爆発エネルギーを推定した．得られた爆発エネルギーは，地球物理観測から

推定されたエネルギーと調和的であった．このことは，本報告で更新したスケーリング関係が，人工爆

発や火山爆発を含む爆発現象のエネルギー評価に適用できることを示唆している．

キーワード：爆発実験，爆発エネルギー，クレーター直径，スケーリング


